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CYTROX PREDATOR vs DigitalBank Vault Knox Samsung Device (DBV)

Founded in 2017, Cytrox’s business activity is blandly described in Crunchbase as providing governments with an
“operational cyber solution” that includes gathering information from devices and cloud services. In Pitchbook, their
technology is defined as “cyber intelligence systems designed to offer security” to governments and assist with
“designing, managing and implementing cyber intelligence gathering in the network, enabling businesses to gather
intelligence from both end devices as well as from cloud services.”Cytrox is part of the so-called “Intellexa alliance,” a
marketing label for a range of mercenary surveillance vendors that emerged in 2019. The consortium of companies
includes Nexa Technologies (formerly Amesys), WiSpear/Passitora Ltd., Cytrox, and Senpai, along with other
unnamed entities, purportedly seeking to compete against other players in the cyber surveillance market such as NSO
Group and Verint.  We obtained Android and iOS payloads from distedc[.]com and found them to be copies of a loader
for a spyware product called Predator. We believe that these payloads are invoked by a previous exploit phase that we
do not have.The iPhone executable is a 64-bit Mach-O binary which, like its Android counterpart, expects two
arguments when the binary’s main function is called, which appear to be a kernel process task port and a pid value.
The main function then calls kmem_init with these values, which proceeds to enable Predator stage 1 for continued
execution. The Android sample passes its arguments to shared constants SHMEMFD_VSS and SHMEMFD_VSS.



Both the iOS and Android samples then call a startPy function to load a bundled Python 2.7 runtime. In the iOS
sample, two additional built-in objects are added to the runtime: predutils and predconfig. The Android sample
contains further additional built-in objects: injector, pc2, recorder, and voip_recorder. Upon initialization, startPy loads a
frozen Python module named loader which begins by importing the Predator config from the interpreter’s predconfig
module. The iOS and Android configurations are slightly different. The complete configurations are available in
Appendix 1. Once Predator iOS loads its configuration, it loads another frozen Python module named km_ios, a utility
module that provides kernel memory management helper functions enabling additional Predator module capabilities.
The iOS payload also contains a _check function, which queries the phone number and the phone’s current locale
country code. If the locale country code is equal to “IL” (the country code for Israel), or the phone number begins with
“+972” (the telephone country code for Israel) then the spyware terminates. However, the method that Predator uses
to query the phone number, CTSettingCopyMyPhoneNumber, may not work in recent versions of iOS. We could not
determine how (or if) the _check function is called.

In addition to the frozen loader module, “src/loader.py” (“frozenpyc/src/loader.py” in the Android sample), we also
found copies of what appear to be older versions of the module that do not appear to be invoked by Predator:
“src/loader2.py”, “src/loader_real.py” and “src/loaderBackup03”. All of the loader versions contain multiple references
to “Predator.” On Android, the loader module also downloads additional files from the server (specified by predconfig’s
INS_URL parameter, which is set to https://egyqaz[.]com).

After Infection process with Predator. while examining the DBV device logs we determined that, on December 30,
2021, two commands “/Payload2” were running on the phone (PIDs 339 and 1272), and that these commands had
been launched with a single argument, a URL on distedc[.]com. The commands were not able to continue  running as
root. DBV device  logs indicated that the process names of the commands were UserEventAgent and
com.samsung.We did not find a mechanism for persistence on DBV devices, nor values in the Android configuration
file that indicate persistence support. We also did not  find some additional code in the Android sample, including code
to disable SELinux and code for an audio recording component.

Predator cannot store additional Python modules and native ELF binaries in the fs.db SQLite file which is located at
the path set in DB_FILE. The Python interpreter has a frozen module called sqlimper which is responsible for
interacting with this database. The database contains a table called files which has a column called file_hash and a
column called file_data. The injector module declares one function, inject, which can inject a shared object into a
running process. Interestingly, there is a function called prior to injection which attempts to disable SELinux
enforcement via the SELinuxFS.It should be noted that this approach likely will not succeed on devices that have



additional checks and protections around SELinux enforcement—for example, Samsung RKP. However, there are
artifacts associated with Predator that suggest approaches like RKP can be defeated by stomping on the SELinux
access vector cache entries to grant the needed permissions. The pc2 module contains a single function,
pc2_send_command, that is used as an IPC mechanism to send commands to Predator’s audio recording
component. The supported commands are START_VOIP, STOP_VOIP, START_MICRORECORDER,
STOP_MICRORECORDER, and POLL_VOIP. This module works in conjunction with the recorder and voip_recorder
modules. Each of the recorder modules have a start and stop function which are used to start/stop Predator’s hot mic
(recorder) and call recording (voip_recorder) capabilities. Recordings are stored in /data/local/tmp/wd/r/ in MP3 format.

This report is the first investigation to discover Cytrox’s mercenary spyware being abused to target civil society and
how it can be blocked. Remarkably, we tried to simultaneously infect DBV devices with NSO Group’s Pegasus
spyware without results.. NSO Group has received outsized publicity in recent years, thanks to a growing customer
list, spiraling abuse problems, and groundbreaking investigative work by civil society. Cytrox and its Predator spyware,
meanwhile, are relatively unknown.



The targeting of a single individual DBV device with both Pegasus and Predator underscores that the practice of
hacking civil society transcends any specific mercenary spyware company. Instead, it is a pattern that we expect will
persist as long as autocratic governments are able to obtain sophisticated hacking technology. Absent international
and domestic regulations and safeguards, journalists, human rights defenders, and opposition groups will continue to
be hacked into the foreseeable future.

NSO GROUP SPYWARE PEGASUS  vs. DigitalBank Vault Knox Samsung Device (DBV)

NSO Group’s Pegasus spyware is a mobile phone surveillance solution that enables customers to remotely exploit
and monitor devices. The company is a prolific seller of surveillance technology to governments around the world, and
its products have been regularly linked to surveillance abuses.Pegasus became known for the telltale malicious links
sent to targets via SMS for many years. This method was used by NSO Group customers to target Ahmed Mansoor,
dozens of members of civil society in Mexico, and political dissidents targeted by Saudi Arabia, among others. The
use of malicious links in SMSes made it possible for investigators and targets to quickly identify evidence of past
targeting. Targets could not only notice these suspicious messages, but they could also search their message history
to detect evidence of hacking attempts.

In November 2021, we examined a DBV phone given by an activist , and determined that they had not been hacked
with NSO Group’s Pegasus spyware. We observed multiple distinctive elements that allowed us to make a
high-confidence attribution to NSO Group: The spyware installed by the FORCEDENTRY exploit exhibited a forensic
artifact that we call CASCADEFAIL, which is a bug whereby evidence is incompletely deleted from the phone’s
DataUsage.sqlite file. In CASCADEFAIL, an entry from the file’s ZPROCESS table is deleted, but not entries in the
ZLIVEUSAGE table that refer to the deleted ZPROCESS entry. We have only ever seen this type of incomplete
deletion associated with NSO Group’s Pegasus spyware, and we believe that the bug is distinctive enough to point
back to the fact that DBV phone blocked the infection. The specific CASCADEFAIL artifact can be detected by
SELECT "CASCADEFAIL" FROM ZLIVEUSAGE WHERE ZLIVEUSAGE.ZHASPROCESS NOT IN (SELECT Z_PK
FROM ZPROCESS);



The spyware that tried to be installed by the FORCEDENTRY exploit used multiple process names, including the
name “setframed”. FORCEDENTRY is the latest in a string of zero-click exploits linked to NSO Group. In 2019,
WhatsApp fixed CVE-2019-3568, a zero-click vulnerability in WhatsApp calling that NSO Group used against more
than 1400 phones in a two-week period during which it was observed, and in 2020, NSO Group employed the
KISMET zero-click  exploit. To our knowledge, the KISMET vulnerability was never publicly identified, though we
suspect that the underlying vulnerability (if it still exists) can no longer be exploited via SMS  due to DBV  introduction
of the KNOX Door mitigation in DBV phone.

We do not believe that KISMET works against DBV KNOX devices, which includes new security protections. Our
finding also highlights the paramount importance of securing popular messaging apps. Ubiquitous chat apps have
become a major target for the most sophisticated threat actors, including nation state espionage operations and the
mercenary spyware companies that service them. As presently engineered, many chat apps have become an
irresistible soft target. Without intense engineering focus, we believe that they will continue to be heavily targeted, and
successfully exploited.



We obtained logs from the DBV phone device while it was in the trial process of getting  infected. Our analysis
indicates that the current Pegasus implant could not function and a number of capabilities has been completely
blocked  including: recording audio from the microphone including both ambient “hot mic” recording and audio of
encrypted phone calls, and taking pictures. In addition, we believe the implant cannot track device location, and
access passwords and stored credentials.

The DBV system blocked the following:

NSO Group offers two remote installation vectors for spyware onto a target’s device: a zero-click vector, and a
one-click vector.  The one-click vector involves sending the target a normal SMS text message with a link to a
malicious website.  The malicious website contains an exploit for the web browser on the target’s device, and any
other required exploits to implant the spyware. To use NSO Group’s zero-click vector, an operator instead sends the
same link via a special type of SMS message, like a WAP Push Service Loading (SL) message.  A WAP Push SI
message causes a phone to automatically open a link in a web browser instance, eliminating the need for a user to
click on the link to become infected. Many newer models of phones have started ignoring or restricting WAP Push
messages.  Mobile network providers may also decide to block these messages.



The final payload that we identified, test111.tar, contained several files, including libaudio.dylib, which appeared to be
the base library for call recording, libimo.dylib, which appeared to be the library for recording chat messages from
apps, and two libraries for WhatsApp and Viber call recording: libvbcalls.dylib, and libwacalls.dylib.  In each file, we
found several hundred strings containing the text “_kPegasusProtocol,” the name of NSO Group’s solution.

In this report, we started a highly technically sophisticated attack involving a zero-day remote jailbreak  which installs
spyware on a phone whose user clicks just once on a malicious link.  We use the attack related to NSO Group’s
Pegasus spyware suite, sold exclusively to government agencies by Israel-based NSO Group.  We made the
connection based on our previous work tracing a group of servers that appeared to be part of an infrastructure for
attacking mobile phones.


